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Abstract

The novel method presented here comprises techniques for cloud coverage percentage forecasts,
cloud movement forecast and the subsequently prediction of the global horizontal irradiance
(GHI) using all-sky images and Machine Learning techniques. Such models are employed to
forecast GHI, which is necessary to make more accurate time series forecasts for photovoltaic
systems like “island solutions” for power production or for energy exchange like in virtual power
plants. All images were recorded by a hemispheric sky imager (HSI) at the Institute of Meteo-
rology and Climatology (IMuK) of the Leibniz University Hannover, Hannover, Germany.

This thesis is composed of three parts. First, a model to forecast the total cloud cover
five-minutes ahead by training an autoregressive neural network with Backpropagation. The
prediction results showed a reduction of both the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) by approximately 30% compared to the reference solar persistence solar
model for various cloud conditions. Second, a model to predict the GHI up to one-hour ahead by
training a Levenberg Marquardt Backpropagation neural network. This novel method reduced
both the RMSE and theMAE of the one-hour prediction by approximately 40% under various
weather conditions. Third, for the forecasting of the cloud movement up to two-minutes ahead, a
high-resolution Deep Learning method using convolutional neural networks (CNN) was created.
By taking real cloud shapes produced by the correction of the hazy areas considering the green
signal counts pixels, predicted clouds shapes of the proposed algorithm was compared with the
persistence solar model using the Sørensen-Dice similarity coefficient (SDC). The results of the
proposed method have shown a mean SDC of 94± 2.6% (mean ± standard deviation) for the
first minutes outperforming the persistence solar model with a SDC of 89 ± 3.8%. Thus, the
proposed method may represent cloud shapes better than the persistence solar model. Finally,
the Bonferroni's correction was performed so that the significance level of 0.05 was corrected
to 0.05, and thus, the difference between the SDC of the proposed method and the persistence
solar model was p = 0.001 being significantly high.

The proposed methodologies may have broad application in the planning and management of
PV power production allowing more accurate forecasts of the GHI minutes ahead by targeting
primary and secondary energy control reserve.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The production of solar energy is subject to strong spatial and temporal fluctuations due to
the dependence on meteorological boundary conditions. This leads to uncertainties in the
planning of energy supplies and thus, to economic inefficiencies [1] - [2] . With a reliable solar
performance forecast, uncertainty is minimized while load and storage management can be
optimized [3] - [4]. Prediction of solar irradiation makes an important contribution to efficient
and economical applications for many areas of solar energy use, while high-quality data series
are the key to understanding the dynamic interaction of photovoltaic (PV) systems, loads, and
grids [5].

The International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates that after 2060, solar energy could cover
up to one third of the world’s energy consumption. Therefore, the solar energy use is likely to
grow by a double-digit rate throughout the world and for the next decades [6] - [7] . This trend
makes photovoltaics an even more important alternative for global power supply. New models
for the forecast of solar energy production could help to reduce the difficulties of integrating PV
systems into existing power supply structures. In order to optimally manage the power supply,
electricity producers are compelled to provide a forecast of the expected delivered quantities [6].
Most of the different concepts used to address the integration of renewable energy agree on the
need for accurate predictions for the possible production and subsequent energy load to the
electrical system [8]. Therefore, solar power forecasts will be an important contributor to the
future power supply technologies, influencing the planning, profitability, and operation of power
systems.

This thesis focuses on predicting global solar irradiance (GHI) up to one hour ahead in
one-minute resolution. In order to support more accurate solar irradiance forecasts, three
complementary methods utilizing machine learning models were investigated. The robustness
and performance of generating those forecasts are estimated and evaluated.
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1.2. Dataset

1.2 Dataset

The goal of this work is to develop an algorithm to accurately forecast GHI. Thus, knowing
the future position of the clouds as precisely as possible is fundamental. The focus of this
section is to describe the datasets developed in this thesis.

1.2.1 Image acquisition

The pictures used for this study were recorded with both a Canon G10 and a Canon EOS
700D, using an exposure time of 1000/s and an acquisition time of 1-minute intervals. The
Hemispherical Sky Imager (HSI), installed on the roof of IMuK, is a set of digital commercial
compact CCD (charge-coupled device) cameras equipped with a fish-eye lens providing a 183◦

field of view. This provides hemispherical images of the entire sky. The maximum image size is
4416x3312 pixels, corresponding to 3.5 million pixels for the hemispherical image with a radius
of 1060 pixels. In addition, the results of Toshing et al., 2013 [9] demonstrated the development
of a camera system at IMuK, where the projection of the camera system was found to be nearly
equidistant.

1.2.2 Cloud pixel identification

The method developed and used at IMuK in order to extract the cloud cover fraction (CCF )
from the RGB channels use an algorithm called Sky-Index (equation 1.1) based on the ap-
proach by Yamashita et al. [10] . The Sky-Index separates blue sky and cloud areas. Also,
in order to improve cloud detection in the uncertainty range for Sky-Index of 0.14 and 0.2,
another filter was implemented as detailed by Schrempf et al. [61] expanding 1.1 for a better
cloud identification. This allows analysis of uncertain or hazy areas in the digital image by
taking into account the green signal counts. This correction, called Haze-Index (equation
1.2), defines a hazy area if the value of the green signal count is greater than the average of
red and blue. A cloud is defined by the haze filter if the green signal count is smaller than
the average. The position of the sun in the image is also calculated in order to evaluate the
brightest circular solar area with an additional sun filter. In contrast to the Sky-Index, the
sun filter uses different thresholds, which can be optimized for the higher and saturated signal.
Figure 1.1 shows an example using pictures from the HSI system installed in Hannover.

Sky − Index = countblue − countred
countblue + countred

. (1.1)

Haze− Index =
countred+countblue

2 + countgreen
countred−countblue

2 − countgreen
. (1.2)
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1.2. Dataset

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.1: Image processing to extract the cloud cover fraction from the red-green-blue chan-
nels: (a) Original image from the all-sky image installed at IMuK in Hannover.
(b) Zoomed and cropped black area of the original image. The sun is covered for
a white circle. (c) Haze-Index image. Here we can see in predominantly orange
color the position of the cloud.

1.2.3 Global Horizontal Irradiance

Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) is the total amount of shortwave radiation received by
a horizontal surface on the ground [11]. The values obtained from the GHI are particularly
interesting for PV installations and are composed by the sum of the direct beam of the sun;
defined as Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) and the indirect beam of the sun; defined as Diffuse
Horizontal Irradiance (DHI). The GHI was measured at IMuK with a Pyranometer CMP-11
by KippZonen [12]. A mathematical description of the GHI is given by:

GHI = DHI +DNI ∗ cos(Z)

where Z is the Solar Zenith Angle (SZA). In the formula, the ground reflected irradiation was
not taken into consideration because it can usually be insignificant compared with the DHI
and the DNI.

1.2.4 Sun Zenith Angle

The sun zenith angle (SZA), is defined as:

SZA = arcos(sinφ · sin δ + cosω · cosφ · cos δ),

3



1.3. Contents of the articles

in which φ was the declination of the sun, δ the latitude (latitude is defined positive in the
north hemisphere) and ω the hour angle, in the local solar time. The SZA is a function of
the day of the year and is independent of the location and is defined as the angle between the
zenith and the centre of the sun.

The SZA algorithm used in this investigation, a free Matlab code sample [13], was extended
at IMuK according to the needs of this work. The output of this program was one-minute solar
position values for the location of IMuK. The SZA was the most important input parameter
to train the network, helping it to learn patterns in the training phase and deliver the output
parameters in the simulation phase. In addition, the software estimates the local time based
on coordinated universal time UTC and longitude values.

1.3 Contents of the articles

The novel forecasting models are presented as a support for predicting cloud positions, and
thus, global horizontal irradiance up to one-hour ahead using machine learning techniques.
Additionally, tests and comparisons of the final algorithms with other benchmarks methods is
conducted. In this thesis the terminology cloud coverage and cloud concentration will be used
as synonym. The terminology cloud motion and cloud movement as well.

This work is composed of three published scientific articles. The articles will be explained
in the following order:

Article A: “Autoregressive Neural Network for Cloud Concentration Forecast from Hemispheric
Sky Images”. To accurately know the direction in which the clouds are moving in the next few
minutes plays a fundamental role. Therefore, an autoregressive artificial neural network focused
on clouds concentration forecast few minutes ahead was developed.

Article B: “One-Hour Prediction of the Global Solar Irradiance from All-Sky Images Using
Artificial Neural Networks”. This article answers the question, how much energy will reach the
surface at the Institute of Meteorology and Climatology (IMuK) one-hour ahead?.

Article C: “Convolutional Neural Network for High-Resolution Cloud Motion Prediction from
Hemispheric Sky Images”. This article presents a convolutional neural network (CNN) to
accurately predict cloud shapes up to two minutes ahead in high-resolution hemispherical sky
images (HSI).

The following part of this thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 will be described the
current literature utilized for this thesis. The methods and theory of artificial neural networks
(ANN) and convolutional neural networks (CNN) are quickly described in Chapter 3. The
published papers are shown in Chapter 4. The conclusions and outlook will be given in the
Chapter 5.

4



2 Literatur review

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a literature review of the current technologies that are
being employed in the solar irradiance forecasting around the world. We will look at literature
associated with four different techniques that can be used to do solar irradiance forecasting.
Mainly, through visual cloud movements that has been followed for most of the human history,
then using Red-Green-Blue (RGB) pixels and Artificial Intelligence (AI) based on Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (CNN) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). We will look at different
techniques that have been employed by different academics and scientific institutions. We will
also look into different practical applications of these techniques in industry.

The prediction of the solar irradiance is one of the key factor in Photovoltaic (PV) output
systems. The first method for cloud cover detection and analysis was made by operators of
meteorological stations using visual observations dividing the sky into eight parts (octas) for
estimating the cloud coverage and based on the historical patterns they can check what kind
of cloud is expect and what will be their projected output, however with high subjectivity [18].
Currently, the approach is being used as the basis of new technology as well. The positioning
being used on the AI algorithms that do the work autonomously without any person being at
the wheel.

Due to these uncertainties, since many years, several authors have found different methods
for cloud cover estimation, like the use of all-sky cameras or, hereafter called, Hemispherical
Sky Imagers (HSI). Within these camera methods, we can mention some as: threshold-based
algorithm [19] and AI [23].

Many authors have used algorithm based of the RGB threshold of the sky image pixels as
a metric for doing classification of clouds [19], [24], [25]. Cloud pixels are identified for high
R and B values, while blue sky pixels have low R and high B values. However, this method
has some difficulties to distinguish or detect clouds near the horizon and this method does not
work optimally when the clouds are too close to the sun [26]. Other techniques within the same
domain are the super pixel segmentation [27] algorithms, which are used to separate the cloud
pixels from the rest of the picture. This algorithm divides the image into blocks [27] (or clusters)
and the division is based mainly in the continuity of cloud contours, the texture and brightness
of each pixel. Liu et al. [15] developed an automatic cloud detection algorithm using superpixel
segmentation calculating the local threshold for each superpixel and then determining the
threshold matrix for whole images. Furthermore, for cloud motion identification and forecast,
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Scolari et al. [30] developed an algorithm based on all-sky images for prediction horizons in the
range 1 to 10 minutes. The application of this technique is mainly used for cloud identification,
cloud movement, and cloud forecast [31].

One of the promise techniques that is being used in this regard is the use of AI. AI has been
used in different forecasting applications; solar irradiance being one of them. There are multiple
forecasting techniques within AI, we will be looking at ANN and CNN as being the primary
ones. This thesis will study these as potential techniques in the domain of solar irradiance
forecasting.

Kamadinata et al. [34] created and contrasted two different ANN with first forecast cloud
development heading where the result of this ANN is used as contribution for the second
ANN for anticipating the worldwide level of the GHI. The results of this study showed a
decrease of the computational exertion catching the pattern of the GHI quite well. Zhen et
al. [35] proposed a cloud picture forecasting technique from all-sky pictures utilizing hereditary
calculations following both the uprooting and misshape of cloud lessening the Euclidean distance
in correlation with different strategies.

Convolutional neural networks (CNN) have been successfully applied to the classification
and segmentation of regions of interest in images. As of 2017 and with the application of CNN
in time series analysis, it is possible to promisingly predict forecast time series of more than
one day. Due to the large number of works that have appeared in recent years [39] - [45],
the prediction capacity of CNNs applied to image data for GHI prediction becomes evident.
CNN have been applied and successfully used for cloud detection [87] and model cloud coverage
estimations [47]. CNN were also programmed for forecasting more complex relationships [49]
between variables with significant advantages for large images datasets [50]. In summary, the
research interest in forecasting the GHI as output for PV components has increased due to
recent changes in the energy sector.

Neural networks are likewise emphatically equipped for deciding the perplexing designs in
information, functioning as a proficient device for reproduction of an uproarious framework
driven by information, which is the reason they are appropriate for mind-boggling and variable
time series forecasting. These are appropriate for demonstrating issues that require catching
conditions and are equipped for saving information as they progress through the ensuing time
steps in the information.

Hochreiter et al. [51] proposed a methodology for the expectation of sun-oriented irradi-
ance utilizing profound intermittent neural networks fully intent on working on model intri-
cacy and empowering highlight extraction of significant level elements. The proposed strategy
showed preferable execution over the regular feedforward neural networks and backing vector
machines.

The recurrent neural network (RNN) [52] design is an exceptional sort of ANN representing
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information hub conditions by safeguarding successive data in an inward state, which permits
the timelessness of information gathered from ensuing time steps. Be that as it may, the RNN
is inclined to evaporating and detonating angles. This prompted the improvement of RNN
variations like long transient memory (LSTM) networks [44], bidirectional LSTM, and gated
repetitive units (GRU) as expansions of the RNN engineering by supplanting the traditional
perceptron design with memory cell and gating systems that manage data stream across the
network. These variations are generally utilized for the errand of sun-oriented irradiance fore-
casting.

There are many advantages to the AI algorithms, they are fast, not to complex and require
a simple architecture. For example, Deep Learning (DL) takes away the simple structure to
a much more complex structure which creates more complexity giving a better time series
prediction analysis that would not be given anywhere.

Finally, Brockwell [53] is focused on the theory through DL, and thus, in the creation of
better accuracy model and better time series in solar irradiance forecast.

7



3 Methods

This chapter conceptually explains working procedure of different meteorologic variables and
also ANN and CNN. In 3.1. First, image processing is highlighted. The solar irradiance is
explained in 3.2. ANN are explained in 3.3. Finally, CNN are explained in 3.4.

3.1 Image processing

To work with an image computationally it must be treated as a mathematical function. Each
stored image possesses a finite amount of points and each of these points are indexed with
natural values x, y annexed in the Cartesian plane.

Definition 3.1.1 (Image): An image is a function, I : N −→ [0, 1]c.

where N = [0,m− 1]× [0, n− 1] represents the pixels, m and n represent the number of rows
and columns, respectively. c is the number of channels. c = 3 represents the Red, Green and
Bleu (RGB) channels.

In this work, the focus will be centered on the RGB images. Thus, the total number of
available colors is 256× 256× 256, or 16.777.216 possible colors. In addition, one of the most
common operations within image processing and computer vision is the special filtering. The
results for applying a linear filter H on an image X is a new image X ′ denoted by:

X ′(u, v) =
n∑

(i,j)∈RH
X(u+ i, v + j)H(i, j),∀(u, v) ∈ RI

where RH and RI are the coordinates set for filter H and image X, respectively. This technique
is used for noise elimination effects or for edge detection. In both cases, the new pictures
obtained are completely dependent on the original pixels and their neighbours. For this reason,
it is advisable to configure the information by matrices that consider which neighbours will or
will not influence the determination of a new pixel.

8



3.2. Solar irradiance

3.2 Solar irradiance

Solar irradiance is the main influential component of solar power output. The combination of
direct sunlight and cloud determines and influences surface solar irradiance.

According to Seckmeyer et al. [54] the Irradiance E is a receiver detector and defined as
“radiance flux by a surface per unit area” and it is proportional to the square of the distance R
from the radiator. This relationship is known as Photometric Distance's Law. In other words,
Irradiance E that reaches an area A, decreases in proportion to the distance R between area
A and radiation source S. The mathematical definition of E is:

E = dφ

dAr
,

where φ is the radiant flux and Ar is the area of the receptor (irradiated area). The unit of the
irradiance is W ·m−2.

3.3 Artificial neural networks

The artificial neural networks (ANN) are inspired from the natural neural network of the
human nervous system. The theory of neural networks is based on the most important and
most common cells in the brain, the neuron. Thanks to more than 86 billion neurons in our
brain [55] we have a large number of synaptic connections which provide us with the ability
to think. Each neuron receives information from approximately 10,000 other neurons. These
neurons send pulses to hundreds or thousands of others simulating actions and reactions. Thus,
an ANN can be considered as a mathematical model developed to emulate the human brain
[49].

3.3.1 Components of an ANN

There are three basic elements of a neural model:

• Set of synapsis: a neuron is characterized by having a weight or a number. The input
information xj flows through connections that multiply it by a weight wi,j. This product
is the argument for a transfer function ϕ(·) that gives the output yi. i represents the
presynaptic neuron and j the postsynaptic neuron. Unlike the brain synapses in humans,
the synaptic weights in an artificial neuron can be both negative and positive values.

• Sum: A linear operation will be the way in which the network adds the values of heavy
entries for the respective synapse of the neuron.

• Activation function: To limit the amplitude of the outputs of the neurons, it is neces-
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3.3. Artificial neural networks

sary to consider an activation function.

The activation function ϕ(·) defines the output of a neuron in terms of the induction of
the linear field yi. The activation function calculates the state of activation of a neuron,
transforming the global input into a state of activation. Therefore, the mathematical model of
an ANN can then be written as follows:

ui =
m∑
j=1

wi,jxj

and

yi = ϕ(ui + bi)

where:

• x1, x2, ..., xm are the inputs

• wi,1, wi,2, ..., wi,m are the synaptic weights of neuron i

• ui is the linear combination of the output expected by the inputs

• bi represents the bias

• ϕ(·) is the activation function, and

• yi is the output value of the neurons

The number of hidden neurons in a single hidden layer can be calculated by 3.1.

m =
√
n+ 1± α, (3.1)

where n is the number of inputs and l is the number of output neurons and α is a constant
(1 < α < 10).

3.3.2 Transfer functions

As the biological neurons are active (excited) or inactive (non-excited), artificial neurons also
have activation states. It is denoted by ϕ(v) the activation function that defines the output of
a neuron in terms of the induction of the linear field v. The activation function does nothing
more than calculate the activation state of a neuron, transforming the global input (but not
the threshold) into an activation value (state).

The most typical transfer functions are mathematically defined as:

• Sigmoidal function (sigmoid):

10



3.3. Artificial neural networks

ϕ(v) = 1
1 + e−vα

• Hyperbolic tangent function (tangh):

ϕ(v) = eαv − e−vα

eαv + e−vα

• Rectified linear Unit (ReLU):

f(v) = max(0, v)

where:

f(v) =


0, v < 0

v, v ≥ 0

(a) sigmoid (b) tangh (c) ReLU

Figure 3.1: Most commonly activation functions in artificial neural networks. (a) the sigmoidal
function. (b) hyperbolic tangent function. (c) The rectified linear (ReLU) function.

The sigmoidal function is defined as strictly increasing and a great feature is that it exhibits
linear and non-linear behavior and the output ranges of this function fall within a range from
0 to 1. A graph for α = 1 is presented in Fig 3.1 (a). Another transfer function utilized in
neural networks is the hyperbolic tangent function. It assumes the values -1 or 1. This function
takes the input values, which can range between plus and minus infinity. Fig 3.1 (b) show a
graph for the hyperbolic tangent function with α = 1 . The Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)
transfer function increases the chances of convergence of the network causing the no-saturation
of neurons, and thus, ReLU allows the network to learn more quickly and efficiently, due to
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3.3. Artificial neural networks

the vanishing gradient problem [56]. If the input value (x) in Fig. 3.1 (c) is negative, then the
value will replace to zero, otherwise, the value is returned. This function is one of the most
used because it allows very fast learning in neuronal networks.

3.3.3 Backpropagation

The way how neurons in an ANN operate and interact is directly related to the algorithm
used for training, i.e. the learning algorithm. Before starting the training, the architecture of
the neural network must be defined and initialized with random weights. During training, the
connection's weights are adapted based on the error between the desired computational output.
This process is repeated again and again until a minimum (and acceptable) error is reached.
Thus, the loss function, which is responsible for measuring desired and computational error
must be determined. The most used functions are defined below:

• Mean squared error (MSE):

MSE = 1
n

n∑
i=1

(yi − xi)2

• Mean absolute error (MAE):

MAE =
∑n
i=1|yi − xi|2

n

• Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE):

MAPE = 100
n

n∑
i=1

(yi − xi)
yi

where n is the data points on all variables, yiare the observed values and xi are the predicted
value, and thus, the output error settings are based on the loss functions chosen for training.

One of the most utilized learning algorithms to train a network is the Backpropagation
algorithm. This algorithm, introduced by Rumelhart et al. [71], considers a differentiable error
function to minimize with activation functions of the neuron. Backpropagation changes the
network's weights so that it can produce a desired output for a particular input, i.e., it learns
by example, and thus, Backpropagation works with an error function. The error of the output
in the jth neuron in the nth iteration will define as:

ej(n) = dj(n)− yj(n)

where the neuron j corresponds to the output. zi will denote the output of the neuron i, and
thus,
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3.3. Artificial neural networks

aj =
∑
i

wjizi

is what receive the neuron j. Now, we will denote El = E(yl) = E(yl1, yl2, ..., ylp) the error of
the network with respect to the vector yl with input xl, ∀l = 1, 2, ...,m. Thus, the total error
of the network is:

E =
m∑
l=1

El

The Backpropagation algorithm consists of two steps. The first is to determine the partial
derivatives ϕEl

ϕwji
and the second is to use this information to update the weights. Partially

deriving we obtain:

ϕEl

ϕwji
= ϕEl

ϕaj

ϕaj

ϕwji
= δljzi

where δlj = ϕEl

ϕaj
and δljzi correspond to a neuron of the output layer.

In the second step, a rule of variation of the weights of the network must be chosen as a
function of the partial derivatives ϕEl

ϕwji
. The classic way is to use the method of the descent of

the gradient:

∆w = −η∆E;

with η > 0 and ∆E = ϕE
ϕwji

.

In words, once the stimulus has been applied to the inputs, it spreads from the first layer
through the next layers of the network, until it generates an output. The output signal is
compared to the desired output and, with this way, an error signal is created. Kramer et al., [72]
have described the convergence of the Backpropagation algorithm as: “ . . . having converged
when the absolute rate of change in the average squared error per epoch is sufficiently small”.

Then, the error outputs are propagated backwards starting with the output layer to the
neurons of the hidden layer(s) where the importance of these neurons is the direct contribution
to the output of the network. The neurons of the hidden layers receive only a small fraction of
the error signal. This process is repeated layer by layer until all the neurons have received an
error signal that describes their contribution to the total network error. Rojas [73] defines the
Backpropagation algorithm as a combination of the weights of the networks that minimizes the
calculation's error.

The aim of this process is that as the network trains, the neurons of the hidden layers are
organized so that they learn to recognize special characteristics of the total input space. After
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3.4. Convolutional neural networks

the training, when presenting an arbitrary input pattern (noise or incomplete information) the
neurons of the hidden layers will respond with an active output if the pattern presented is not
too different from the training. In this way, the network trains and goes on storing information
to deliver the best output.

The discovery of the Backpropagation algorithm led to the widespread use of Fourier trans-
forms that is used in a wide range of practical applications.

3.3.4 Selection of the network

The practical management of neural networks has shown that the number of inputs and outputs
are inevitable parameters. Thus, all other network parameter are variables. in addition to the
number of neurons and layers, the configuration of the initially chosen weights has a significant
influence on the network. Thus, for this work, different neural networks were configured. Each
one differs in its construction form, initial values and in the learning algorithm.

The provision of an objective evaluation criterion for the election of the “best” network is
extremely difficult. For this reason, the technique used in all the networks built was to add
hidden layers and in these to add neurons. The idea is to achieve the desired result with the
least number of hidden layers possible and at the same time with the least number of neurons
in each of these layers. Thus, the interaction of the data decides the quality of the test. The
criteria for choosing a network was that both the RMSE and theMAE are minimized as much
as possible.

3.4 Convolutional neural networks

Convolutional neural networks (CNN) have drastically broadened the potential of computa-
tional models to represent data of multiple levels of abstraction [57]. In the field of solar
energy, CNNs have been used for several applications such as classification, cloud detection,
segmentation and image reconstruction [58] - [59]. CNN architectures consist of multiple layers
of convolutional filters of one or more dimensions. After each processed convolutional layer, a
non-linear function is added to perform causal mappings [60].

A convolutional operator is a process where it will be taken a small matrix of kernel (or
filter) being passed over an image and transform it based on the values from filter. Thus, each
output of a convolutional layer is calculated as follows:

yj = g(bj +
N∑
i

Ki,j ⊗ Yi)

where Yi is the output matrix of the previous layers, Ki,j is the convolutional kernel of these
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3.4. Convolutional neural networks

connections, bj is a threshold and g(.) is a non-linear activation function. Thus, yj is the final
response of the linear combination between Yi and Ki,j of the neuron j.

The interest of reducing the volume of data is very important for computational costs. CNNs
utilize pooling layers to reduce complexity through dimension reduction. This task is carried
out in a certain way interacting within the network and doing operations in small regions of
the matrix of input, accumulating the elements of the feature layers. Thus, the definitions of a
pooling layer Pi,j can be defined as:

Pi,j = maxA[p(i− 1) +m, p(j − 1) + n],

where n,m = 1, ..., k. An×n is a matrix. k is the amplitude and p is the stride.

The architecture of a convolutional neural network begins with the interaction of a convo-
lutional layer and a pooling layer. This process continues repeatedly until a set of matrices
is obtained. Finally, when all the elements are expressed as a vector (favoring process) these
elements are taken as inputs to the neural network with a low computational cost compared
to the initial matrices. Three characteristics distinguish CNN from full connected neural net-
works: sparse interactions between the neurons, equivariant representations and the sharing of
parameters, and thus, CNNs are suitable for image processing.
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We present here a new method to predict cloud concentration five minutes in advance from all-sky images using the Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN). An autoregressive neural network with backpropagation (Ar-BP) was created and trained with four
years of all-sky images as inputs. The pictures were taken with a hemispheric sky imager fixed on the roof at the Institute of
Meteorology and Climatology (IMUK) of the Leibniz Universität Hannover, Hannover, Germany. Firstly, a statistical method is
presented to obtain key information of the pictures. Secondly, a new image-processing algorithm is suggested to optimize the
cloud detection process starting with the Haze Index. Finally, the cloud concentration five minutes in advance at the IMUK is
forecasted using machine learning methods. A persistence model forecast to provide a reference for comparison was generated.
The results are quantified in terms of the root mean square error (RMSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE). The new
algorithm reduced both the RMSE and the MAE of the prediction by approximately 30% compared to the reference persistence
model under diverse cloud conditions. The new algorithm could be used as a tool for the stable maintenance of the network for
the transmission system operators, i.e., the primary control reserve (within 30 seconds) and the secondary control reserve
(within 5 minutes).

1. Introduction

Changes in the solar irradiance dynamic are significantly
impacted by clouds, which makes it difficult to achieve accu-
rate PV power forecasting [1, 2]. With a reliable cloud perfor-
mance forecast, uncertainty in the solar irradiance prediction
can be minimized and optimized. Increased electricity
demand requires balancing energy. In this case, the grid
operator needs additional power supply to his grid at short
notice. The prequalification requirements in German mar-
kets provide that a complete deployment of primary control
reserve has been completed within 30 seconds and the sec-
ondary control energy must be available in full within five
minutes [3]. Quaschning [4] shows the importance of the
energy control for the first 15 seconds, 30 seconds, 1 minute,
5 minutes, 15 minutes, and 60 minutes when, for example,
the current reserve is running low. Thus, a prediction of the
cloud concentration for the next five minutes, for solar radi-
ation forecast, makes an important contribution to the

efficient and economical application for many areas of solar
energy use. Solar irradiance is the key factor for solar photo-
voltaic (PV) generation. The International Energy Agency
estimates that after 2060, solar energy could cover up to a
third of the world’s energy consumption. Therefore, the solar
energy use is likely to grow by a double digit rate throughout
the world and for decades.

Thus, solar power will be an important contributor to the
future power supply technologies, influencing the planning,
profitability, and operation of power systems. For stabilizing
the fluctuations in the energy output of PV plants, the impact
of clouds must be considered to achieve a sustainable, afford-
able, and reliable electricity supply [5].

All-sky images have already been proven to achieve an
efficient observation from the ground delivering a compre-
hensive view for kilometers [6]. The application of this tech-
nique is mainly used in the solar forecasting for cloud
identification, cloud movement, and cloud forecast [7]. Many
authors use algorithms based on a red/blue threshold of the
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RGB channels of all-sky images for cloud classification [8].
However, this method is unable to detect thin clouds near
the horizon [9].

Additionally, several studies report different ways for
identifying clouds and predicting their future movements
in a more objective manner. Many authors report methods
in cloud identification using a threshold and segmentation
of the pictures. Liu et al. [10] developed an automatic cloud
detection algorithm using superpixel segmentation calculat-
ing the local threshold for each superpixel and then deter-
mining the threshold matrix for whole images. Scolari et al.
[11] developed a cloud motion identification algorithm
based on all-sky images for prediction horizons in the range
1 to 10 minutes.

More recently, Crisosto et al. [12] developed an algorithm
to predict the global horizontal irradiance (GHI) one hour in
advance from all-sky images using the ANN. This study
reduced both the RMSE and the MAE of the one-hour pre-
diction by approximately 40% of the forecast prediction com-
pared to the reference persistence model subdividing the all-
sky images into concentric circles to be able to simulate more
accurately the GHI.

Different methodologies utilizing two ANN have already
been employed. Kamadinata et al. [13] developed and com-
pared two different ANN to first forecast cloud movement
direction where the output of this ANN is utilized as input
for the second ANN for predicting the GHI. The results of
this study show a reduction of the computational effort cap-
turing the trend of the GHI very well. Zhen et al. [14] pro-
posed a cloud image forecasting method from all-sky
images using genetic algorithms tracking both the displace-
ment and deformation of cloud reducing the Euclidean dis-
tance in comparison with other methods.

Therefore, in order to support accurate solar irradiance
forecasts, we propose a cloud concentration forecast algo-
rithm using the artificial neural networks (ANN), which
can be later used as a tool for solar energy forecasts.
Section 2 briefly describes the data and image acquisition.
Section 3 describes the methodologies necessary for this
study. The forecasting results are given in Section 4.
Finally, in section 5, the conclusions and future work will
be discussed.

2. Data

The main component of solar power output is the solar irra-
diance, which under the presence of clouds is extremely
affected. Thus, cloud motion becomes the key element of
solar power output.

2.1. Image Acquisition. The camera system is installed inside
a weatherproof housing on the roof of the Institute of Mete-
orology and Climatology (IMUK) of the Leibniz Universität
Hannover, Hannover, Germany. The pictures were recorded
with a Canon EOS 700D equipped with a Dörr DHG fisheye
lens providing a 183° field of view. The exposure time of the
pictures was 1000/s. All time hours are expressed in coordi-
nated universal time (UTC).

3. Methodology

We developed an algorithm to forecast cloud concentra-
tion five minutes in advance from all-sky images using
the ANN. We can divide the new algorithm in two main
steps. The first part highlights the image-processing algo-
rithm for extracting parameters from all-sky images. The
second step comprises the ANN method. Figure 1 shows
the cloud recognition and cloud concentration forecast
with ANN.

3.1. Cloud Pixel Identification. Clear sky is characterized by
high blue pixel intensity and low red pixel intensity, while
thick cloud pixels are characterized by high intensity in both
channels. Thus, the cloud identification algorithm deter-
mines if a pixel corresponds to a cloudy point or clear sky.
To surpass the limitations of using only the blue and red
RGB channels, we used a cloud identification method which
also uses green. This color discrimination method is simple
and distinguishes cloud from blue sky by the ratio of the
counts of red, green, and blue color in each pixel. Using the
Sky Index (equation 1) method by Yamashita et al. [15] and
refining its uncertainties, we calculated the Haze Index
(equation 2) as detailed by Schrempf [16] to expand (1) for
a better cloud identification.

Sky Index = countblue − countred
countblue + countred

, 1

Haze Index =
countred + countblue /2 − countgreen
countred + countblue /2 + countgreen

2

The total cloud area was then calculated by the sepa-
ration of cloud and sky done by the Haze Index in the
all-sky image. To avoid oversaturated pixels, the percent-
age of clear sky and cloud cover is obtained without con-
sidering the sun’s circumference. The extraction of the

Results

Original picture

Image processing

New picture

Creation and
simulation of the

ANN

Figure 1: Cloud movement process with ANN.
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statistical information from all pictures was limited to the
sun’s zenith angle of 70°. Figure 2 shows the Haze Index
image processing.

3.2. Setup of the ANN. The algorithm used seven inputs and
one output. For the final configuration of the ANN see
Table 1. The inputs xj flow through the next layer multiply-
ing their values by a weight wi,j, while the resulting product
is used as argument for a transfer function f giving the out-
put yi. i represents the presynaptic neuron and j the post-
synaptic neuron, see equation 3 and equation 4. The
quantity of hidden neurons per single hidden layer was cal-
culated by (5).

ui = 〠
n

j=1
wi,jxj , 3

yi = f ui + bi , 4

where xj is the input, wi is the synaptic weight, ui is the lin-
ear combination of the inputs, bi is the bias, f is the activa-
tion function, and yi is the output.

m = n + l ± α, 5

where n is the number of inputs and l is the number of out-
put neurons. α is a constant 1 < α < 10

The build of neural networks has shown that in addition
to the number of neurons and layers, the configuration of the
initially chosen weights has a significant influence on the net-
work. Thus, different neural network structures were config-
ured to carry out this job. Each one differs in its construction
form, initial values, and learning algorithm.

The selection of the “best” network was extremely dif-
ficult. For this reason, the technique used in all the net-
works built was to add hidden layers and in these to
add neurons. The idea is to achieve the desired result with
the least possible number of hidden layers and neurons in
each of these layers.

The interaction of the data decides the quality of the test.
The criteria for choosing a network was that both the RMSE
and the MAE were minimized as much as possible.

3.3. Cloud Concentration Forecasting. To accurately follow
cloud concentrations five minutes in advance, we created
the ring program, see Figure 3. The ring program divides
the pictures in concentric rings with the sun as their center.
We can see in the picture the subdivision of n concentric
rings. Each of these rings represents a temporal resolution.
The width depends on the distance from the horizon to
the center of the sun due to the equidistant projection.
Figure 3(a) shows the number of circles on 22nd June
2014 at 12:51 over the original picture, and Figure 3(b)
shows the rings at the same time over the Haze Index image.
The number of circles in this moment of the day was n = 10
that corresponds to approximately 10 minutes of future
information, i.e., the time that the clouds could take to reach
the center of the sun. In addition, the wind speed is also
measured at the IMUK, and each picture is stored with the

(a)

−0

−0.8

−0.6

−0.4

−0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Cropped black area and coverage of the sun from the original picture. (b) Haze Index image.

Table 1: The neural network structure occupied in this
investigation.

Input
Hidden
layers

Neurons in the
first hidden layer

Neurons in the
second hidden layer

Output

7 2 4 2 1
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corresponding wind speed to estimate how many circles
there should be in each picture.

In the training phase of the ANN, we used the percentage
of cloud in each ring, the sun zenith angle (SZA) and the
mathematical standard deviation, mode, median, and aver-
age of the RGB channels of each ring at the time t as input
parameters. One-minute ahead cloud cover fraction of the
next ring at t + 1 of the next picture is the output of the pro-
gram. Now, to predict the cloud concentration at time t + 2,
we take all inputs from the time t with exception of the cloud
cover; this input is taken at time t + 1.

For example, on 22nd June 2014, the simulation started
at 12:51 (t) and estimated the cloud cover fraction of the
next ring of the next picture at 12:52 (t + 1) (Figures 4(a)
and 4(b)). Subsequently, to forecast the cloud cover fraction
of the next ring at 12:53 (t + 2), we used all input parame-
ters of the circle at 12:51 (t) with exception of the input
cloud cover, which was taken from the forecasted cloud
cover of 12:52 (t + 1). The idea is to use the information
of only one picture to forecast the cloud cover from 1-5
minutes ahead, completing all 5 rings.

Therefore, the ANN analyzed the actual cloud concentra-
tion at the current ring in order to know if one minute in
advance, the next ring will have the same, larger, or smaller
cloud concentration. This information could be important
to know the most likely cloud concentration near the sun at
the next minutes, in order to know how variable the solar
irradiance will be in this time frame.

4. Results

To evaluate the proposed method, the first five minutes
from 50 images with different cloud concentrations and

sun positions were manually selected and analyzed. The
selected days represent high cloud variability, i.e., a high
variability of solar irradiance. The RMSE (6), the MAE
(7), and the coefficient of determination (R2) (8) were used
to evaluate the performance of the new model for these
five minutes. To finally validate our model, the statistical
sampling (9) was utilized and the results are presented as
a boxplot. The mathematical definitions of the statistical
procedure are expressed as follows:

RMSE = 〠
N

i=1

yi − xi
N

, 6

MAE = ∑N
i=1 yi − xi

N
, 7

R2 = ∑N
i=1 yi − y xi − x

∑N
i=1 yi − y 2 ∑N

i=1 xi − x 2 1/2 , 8

where yi was the forecast value, xi was the measured value,
and N was the number of samples. Additionally, x =∑N

i=1xi
and y =∑N

i=1yi.

x = Z2Npq

e2 N − 1 Z2pq
, 9

(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) shows the 10 circles on 22nd June 2014 at 12:51 on the original image. (b) shows 10 circles on 22nd June 2014 at 12:51 on the
Haze Index image.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4: Observation of all-sky images on 22nd June 2014. The red circle in (a) corresponds at 12:51. (b) at 12:52. (c) at 12:53. (d) at 12:54. (e)
at 12:55. (f) at 12:56.
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whereN was the total of the set,p = 0 95,q = 0 05, andZ = 1 96
(this value corresponds to the confidence level of 95%).

The new algorithm was compared with the benchmark
algorithm, the persistence model. This model is the
simplest forecasting model and can be remarkably good
for short-term horizons [17]. This model is the most

common reference model for short forecasting term of
solar irradiance [18].

4.1. Analysis of a Case on 22nd June 2014.Now, we present an
example of the simulated results on 22nd June 2014 from
12:52 until 12:56 using the new algorithm. The deviation

Deviaton of the simulated cloud cover of the 5 first simulated minutes
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Figure 6: Deviation between the simulated cloud cover of the newmodel and the persistence model on 22nd June 2014 from 12:52 until 12:56.
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Figure 5: Comparison between the measured and simulated cloud cover on 22nd June 2014 from 12:52 until 12:56.
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between the measured cloud concentration at time t + 1 and
the simulated cloud concentration at time t + 1 was calcu-
lated according to equations 6 and 7. The new algorithm pro-
duced a high-quality forecast compared to the reference
persistence model.

The measured cloud concentration at 12:52 was 84.2%,
and our algorithm simulated 75.8%, i.e., a difference of
8.4%, while the persistence model had a difference of
11.7%. For the next minute simulation (at 12:53), our model
simulated 79.2% of the total cloud concentration and the
measured value was 70.0% resulting in a deviation of 9.2%.
Here, the persistence model difference is 13.9%. Figure 5
shows the measured cloud concentration of the first five
minutes and the simulated cloud concentration for the new
algorithm and the persistence model.

It is also worth mentioning that forecasting with images
completely covered with gray and dark gray clouds is of
minor relevance for solar energy forecast. Hence, images
with a solar global irradiance smaller than 100W/m2 were
not used in this work. Figure 6 shows the total deviation of
both models.

Table 2 presents a comparison between the results of the
different methods. Over 5 months of validation periods, we
got 240 valid cases. However, not every picture was consid-
ered for validation. Full cloudy pictures (stratus cloud) and
when the clouds did not have a form (shape) to be followed
were not considered. Thus, only pictures with defined clouds
(cumulus cloud) were considered for validation. To validate
our algorithm, we applied statistical samplings. Therefore,

taking into consideration a confidence level of 95%, with a
margin of error of 6%, our simulated cases were 145.

Therefore, applying the new ANN model to the 145
pictures, the presented model achieved an average of
30% for all sky conditions compared with the persistence
model. Unfortunately, direct comparisons with other
methods are difficult due to different time horizons and
regional weather conditions.

Figure 7 shows the relative deviations as boxplots. The
results suggest that the newmodel (Figure 7(a)) shows a sym-
metrical approach for the 50% sample rate. In addition,
Figure 7(b) shows an asymmetrical distribution of outliers
and a decreasing number of outliers, which leads to higher
uncertainties. In conclusion, the uncertainty of the new
model increased, but not as abruptly as with the persistence
model, when more simulated data are introduced.

5. Conclusions

A new algorithm to forecast cloud distribution five minutes
in advance has been presented. The model presented here
combines all-sky images and an Ar-BP ANN. The cloud
pixels were identified with the help of the Haze Index. The
methodology described here only needs one all-sky image
for predicting cloud concentration one minute ahead.
According to the simulation results, our model makes a sig-
nificant progress to predict cloud concentration five minutes
in advance using a machine learning method, outperforming
the persistence model. This method has already been

Table 2: Statistic indicator comparison between the new ANN forecast model and the persistence forecast model for the 50 manually selected
pictures.

Simulation’s time Model RMSE (cloud amount) MAE (cloud amount) R2

5 minutes (from 145 different pictures)
ANN 51 43 0.96

Persistence 70 61 0.79
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Figure 7: Relative deviation as boxplot for the first five minutes. (a) corresponds to the new ANN. Here, we can see that the deviations are
narrower concentrated in the middle interquartile ranges. (b) corresponds to the persistence model. 50% of the deviations are not exactly
located in the middle. In addition, the 25% and 75% of the deviation is higher than in (a).
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successfully tested as a tool as an important step for pre-
dicting the GHI one hour in advance [12]. The horizon
time prediction of the new forecasting model can play an
important role in German markets and within the Euro-
pean Union as well.

Future work will expand this methodology for forecasting
the full image for longer periods, maybe using satellite infor-
mation. In addition, the idea is to extend the proposed meth-
odology to collect universally high-quality data giving a more
robust validation.
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Abstract: We present a method to predict the global horizontal irradiance (GHI) one hour ahead in
one-minute resolution using Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). A feed-forward neural network
with Levenberg–Marquardt Backpropagation (LM-BP) was used and was trained with four years
of data from all-sky images and measured global irradiance as input. The pictures were recorded
by a hemispheric sky imager at the Institute of Meteorology and Climatology (IMuK) of the Leibniz
Universität Hannover, Hannover, Germany (52.23◦ N, 09.42◦ E, and 50 m above sea level). The time
series of the global horizontal irradiance was measured using a thermopile pyranometer at the same
site. The new method was validated with a test dataset from the same source. The irradiance is
predicted for the first 10–30 min very well; after this time, the length of which is dependent on
the weather conditions, the agreement between predicted and observed irradiance is reasonable.
Considering the limited range that the camera and the ANN can “see”, this is not surprising.
When comparing the results to the persistence model, we observed that the forecast accuracy of the
new model reduced both the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and the Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
of the one-hour prediction by approximately 40% compared to the reference persistence model under
various weather conditions, which demonstrates the high capability of the algorithm, especially
within the first minutes.

Keywords: solar energy; all-sky image; solar irradiance prediction; artificial neural networks

1. Introduction

The production of solar energy is subject to strong spatial and temporal fluctuations due to the
dependence on meteorological boundary conditions. This leads to uncertainties in the planning of
energy supplies and, thus, to economic inefficiencies. With a reliable solar performance forecast,
uncertainty is minimized while load and storage management can be optimized. Thus, prediction of
solar irradiation makes an important contribution to efficient and economical applications for many
areas of solar energy use, while high-quality one-minute data series are key to understanding the
dynamic interaction of photovoltaic (PV) systems, loads, and grids [1].

Worldwide, the installed PV power increases by a double-digit percentage per year [2]. This trend
makes photovoltaics an even more important alternative for global power supply. New models for the
forecast of solar energy production can help to reduce the difficulties of integrating PV systems into
existing power supply structures. In order to optimally manage the power supply, electricity producers
are compelled to provide a forecast of the expected delivery quantities [3]. With the help of reliable
predictive models, the market price of the solar energy is then determined by supply and demand.
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Many solar applications such as PV systems and grid regulation depend critically on the ability
to predict cloud movement [4,5]; therefore, sky cover information is a potentially useful input for
improving the prediction accuracy of the energy feed-in of solar power systems [6].

Other techniques for predicting solar irradiation are methodologies employing the temporal
evolution of all-sky images. Most prediction methodologies focus on cloud identification and motion.
Alonso-Montesinos et al. [7] and Marquez and Coimbra [8] achieved this by detecting cloud motion
vectors from all-sky images for forecasting short-term predictions of solar radiation. Sky coverage
information provided by all-sky images has been successfully used for forecasting minutes ahead of
solar irradiance. The results of this investigation showed an accuracy above 17% over the persistence
model [9]. In addition, a study by Chow et al. [10] showed that the maximum possible forecast horizon
with all-sky images was highly dependent on cloud speed.

Wu and Chan [11] compared a linear statistical autoregressive–moving-average (ARMA) model,
a nonlinear artificial neural network (ANN) model, and a hybrid model between both, and they found
that the deviation of the data in the ARMA was higher than that in the ANN. ARMA provided a better
result for linear components, while the ANN showed a smaller deviation for nonlinear components.
ARMA showed better predictions at very low irradiance, while the neural network performed better
at high irradiance. The study by Kamadinata et al. [12] developed and compared two different simple
methodologies utilizing two ANNs. The first one predicted cloud movement direction, while the
second ANN predicted solar radiation using the output of the first ANN as input.

The persistence model is the most common reference model for short-term forecasting of solar
irradiance [13,14]. This model supposes that the data at xt+1 equals the data at xt. Generally, for solar
irradiation predictions, the persistence model is unreliable for forecasting more than one hour in
advance [15,16].

The study we present here shows that by applying our method, the solar irradiance can be
estimated in one-minute resolution by simulating one hour ahead at the Institute of Meteorology and
Climatology (IMuK), Leibniz Universität Hannover, Hannover, Germany. In addition, this study does
not require meteorological inputs such as, e.g., humidity, wind speed, or air temperature. Therefore,
in further studies the new algorithm could be applied under diverse weather conditions elsewhere.

2. Methods

We developed a new algorithm to predict future data based on observed data, i.e., time series of
60 one-minute values of the global horizontal irradiance and, as their sum, the total amount of energy
one hour ahead. It was based on a four-year dataset of all-sky images and the respective thermopile
pyranometer measurements that were used as input to machine learning methods.

The algorithm consisted of three main steps. The first part comprised the data preparation for an
image processing program and the creation of a program to export pyranometer measurements for the
input parameters (Section 2.1). Figure 1 shows the forecast process of the global horizontal irradiance
(GHI) with all-sky images and an ANN.

The second part of the study was the creation of three different ANN programs. The Cloud
Locating and Cloud Movement Program (Section 2.2), the AllPicture Program, and the RingPicture Program
(Section 2.3). The third part consisted of the validation of the new model (Section 2.4). Table 1 shows
the preparation and methodology of these three steps.
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Figure 1. Process of the forecast of the global horizontal irradiance (GHI) with all-sky images and an
artificial neural network (ANN).

Table 1. Summary of data preparation and methodology. Step I-selected inputs and the Cloud
Movement program. Step II-two different ANNs with their respective inputs and output parameters.
Step III-comparison of the neural network and the persistence model. The sun zenith angle (SZA) is
the angle between the zenith and the centre of the sun’s disc.

Step Task Input Output

Step 1 (a)

Extraction of parameters from all-sky images as
input for next steps.

• RGB channel statistics

# Average
# Mode
# Median
# Standard deviation

• Sky cover (%)
• Clouds in the sky (%)

Extraction of two extra inputs for next steps
• GHIMea
• SZA

Step 1 (b) Cloud Locating and Cloud Movement program
(works with an ANN)

• All-sky images
• Current position of

the clouds

Cloud position one
minute ahead
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Table 1. Cont.

Step Task Input Output

Step 2 (a)
Creation of the AllPicture program
(preconditioning for seasonal and diurnal
variations)

For each image:

• RGB channel statistics

# Average
# Mode
# Median
# Standard deviation

• Sky cover (%)
• Clouds in the sky (%)
• GHIMea
• SZA
• Cloud position one

minute ahead

GHISim

Step 2 (b) Creation of the RingPicture program

For each ring:

• RGB channel statistics

# Average
# Mode
# Median
# Standard deviation

• Sky cover (%)
• Clouds in the sky (%)
• GHISim
• SZA
• Cloud position one

minute ahead

GHISimFinal

Step 3 Validation
• ANN model output
• Persistence model output

• 60 one-minute values
• Hourly sum
• Deviations

2.1. Setup of the ANN

Different numbers of neurons for the input parameters for the three ANN programs were used; see
Table 2. The Cloud Locating and Cloud Movement program used eight inputs and one output, while the
AllPicture and the RingPicture programs each used nine inputs and one output.

Finally, two hidden layers with varying numbers of neurons were necessary for each network.
The number of hidden neurons in a single hidden layer was calculated by Equation (1):

m =
√

n + l + α, (1)

where n is the number of input parameters and l is the number of output neurons; α is a constant
ranging between 1 and 10.

In an ANN, the connection between input, hidden, and output neurons was established by
synaptic weights and transfer Equation (2). The input information xj flows through connections that
multiply its strength by a weight wi, j to reach a product wi, jxj. This product is the argument for
a transfer function f that gives the output yi.

yi = f (
n

∑
j=1

wi,jxj) (2)

The activation function f defines the output of a neuron in terms of the induction of the linear
field yi. The activation function calculates the state of activation of a neuron, transforming the global
input into a state of activation.
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The Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) algorithm, a combination of the Grade and the Gauss–Newton
method, was used as learning algorithm. It was used as it is less time consuming and also has the local
convergence of the Gauss–Newton method and the complete properties of the Grade method [17].

Table 2. The neural network structure used to carry out this investigation.

ANN Programs No. of Input
Parameters

No. of Hidden
Layers

No. of Neurons in the
First Hidden Layer

No. of Neurons in the
Second Hidden Layer

No. of Output
Neurons

Cloud Locating and
Cloud Movement

program
8 2 4 2 1

AllPicture program 9 2 7 5 1
RingPicture program 9 2 7 5 1

2.2. Image Acquisitition and Data

The results of Toshing et al., 2013 [18] demonstrated the development of a camera system at
IMuK, where the projection of the camera system was found to be nearly equidistant. The pictures for
this study were recorded with both a Canon G10 and a Canon EOS 700D, using an exposure time of
1000/s. The Hemispherical Sky Imager (HSI), installed on the roof of IMuK, comprises commercial
compact CCD (charge-coupled device) cameras equipped with a fish-eye lens providing a 183◦ field
of view. The maximum image size is 4416 × 3312 pixels, corresponding to 3.5 million pixels for the
hemispherical image with a radius of 1060 pixels. In addition, the global irradiance was measured
simultaneously using a CMP11 pyranometer (Kipp & Zonen, Delft, The Netherlands), [19].

2.3. Images Preprocessing

A software program capable of identifying the area of the sky covered by clouds was developed
and used at IMuK. The work of Yamashita et al. [20] permitted the calculations of the sky index from
an original picture. However, in this study we calculated the Haze Index (Equation (3)), as stated by
Schrempf [21], to improve the cloud identification on the basis of the sky index. An example of the
haze index is displayed in Figure 2c.

Haze Index =
countred+countblue

2 − countgreen
countred+countblue

2 + countgreen
(3)

The Sun Zenith Angle (SZA) algorithm (a free Matlab (Matlab_R2016b) code sample [22]) was
extended at IMuK for this study. The output of this program was one-minute solar position values for
the location at IMuK. The SZA was the most important input parameter for training the network and
for delivering the output parameters in the simulation phase.

2.4. Cloud Locating and Cloud Movement Program

To obtain two new input parameters for the next steps, it was necessary to create an algorithm
capable of detecting clouds and predicting their movements. A cloud detection algorithm was used
to determine the percentage of clouds in the sky. This method provided automated cloud detection
operating in the red and blue channels [23] using super-pixel segmentation [24].

The total sky and cloud area were calculated followed by the percentage of clouds present,
i.e., with help of the Haze Index. The cloud pixels were then identified as they were needed to find
the cloud locations. If cloud pixels were high, the algorithm drew a contour around the cloud area
until the density decreased in the side areas. At low cloud pixels, the algorithm recognized this as
a boundary of the cloud.

In our system, as the output parameter, the ANN learned to predict the position of the clouds one
minute ahead by combining the movement between Figure 2d,e. The idea was to predict when the
clouds would appear in front of the sun, as shown in Figure 2d. The algorithm follows the clouds from
the horizon to the center of the sun, taking information from each ring.
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Figure 2. (a) Original image. (b) Cropped black area of the picture and coverage of the sun. (c) Haze Index
image. (d) The picture from the Cloud Locating and Cloud Movement program. In addition, the black
contour around the clouds show the possible clouds that could appear over the sun in the next minutes.
(e) The picture shows the circles from the center of the sun with uniform distance to the horizon.

Accordingly, the input parameters for the Cloud Locating and Cloud Movement program were
the SZA; measured global horizontal irradiance (GHIMea); current cloud position (derived from the
actual image as described before); percentage of clear sky; percentage of clouds in the sky; and the
mathematical average, mode, median, and standard deviation of the RGB channels. The output
parameter was the cloud position for the next minute. This output parameter was introduced as an
input parameter for the next ANN. The statistical information of each channel and the percentage of
clear sky and cloud cover were obtained without taking into consideration the sun’s circumference to
avoid oversaturation of the pixels (Figure 2b). In addition, the extraction of the statistical information
from the pictures was limited to the time from sunrise to sunset.

2.5. Creation and Training of the AllPicture Program and RingPicture Program

In this step, we created two new ANNs with respective training and simulation processes.
A comparison between the different models in terms of training time and prediction deviation indicated
that the LM algorithm was the most efficient prediction model. The selection of this learning algorithm
was especially important for the training and simulation time processes. The input datasets were
divided into 36 months for the training phase and 6 months for the validation.

The simulation of the AllPicture program was preconditioned with training runs on whole images.
The input parameters of this ANN were SZA; GHIMea; percentage of clear sky; percentage of cloud
cover; average, mode, median, and standard deviation of the RGB channels; and cloud position for
the next minute. The output of this ANN was the GHISim, and it was used as input to the next ANN,
the RingPicture program. Since no time-based information was used in this algorithm, the aim of this
ANN preconditioning was to allow it to learn the seasonal and diurnal variations of the solar irradiance.

The second step was the simulation of the RingPicture program, where the actual simulation of the
60 one-minute values takes place. The input parameters of this ANN were SZA; GHISim; percentage
of clear sky; percentage of cloud cover; average, mode, median, and standard deviation of the RGB
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channels; and cloud position for the next minute. The training target and, hence, the most important
output of the algorithm was the hourly GHISimFinal, calculated as the sum of the 60 one-minute values.
Thus, while the AllPicture program worked over the whole picture, the RingPicture program worked
over each ring of the picture, i.e., the program considered each ring as a picture (see Figure 2e).

For the simulation of the 60 one-minute values and the resulting hourly GHISimFinal, only one image
was needed. The image was subdivided into concentric rings around the sun (Figure 2e). The rings had
a temporal resolution of one minute; the width depended on the distance from the horizon due to the
equidistant projection. For each ring, the same statistical information from the first step was extracted,
while the SZA was also adjusted according to the progress in time that the ring represents. With these
inputs and the GHISim of the whole image from the first step of Part 2, the ANN simulated the GHI of each
ring. Ring after ring was simulated subsequently, starting from the center of the sun and moving to the
horizon. The number of simulated minutes, n, depended on the cloud position and the position of the sun.

After the last ring was processed, the calculation method changed in order to calculate the missing
one-minute values from n to 60. The statistical information of the last ring was taken and searched for in
the database of recorded images. The image that best matched the statistical information was selected,
taking into consideration the sun position, time of year, and time of day. To simulate GHISimFinal at n + 1,
the image was processed. This process was repeated until all 60 values had been generated.

The total GHISimFinal for one hour was calculated as the sum of the 60 one-minute values and
compared to the measured GHIMea value. The deviation was fed back to the ANN until the deviation
reached a defined minimum threshold.

2.6. Validation of the New Model

The persistence model assumes that the global irradiation data at xt is similar to the global
irradiation data at xt-24h, This model was very useful for benchmarking other methods [25]. We assumed
that an average of seven days was sufficient to predict the irradiance with the persistence model.
When considering only one day, the persistence model would be influenced too much by the current
variability. When considering more than seven days, the simulation did not improve any further.

Figure 3 shows the persistence model’s forecast for two days in more detail. This model processed
the information to the end time of the desired simulation. On the day of the simulation, the persistence
model processed the information just until the simulation began, thus delivering the simulated hour.
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of both images indicate the simulated time. The blue dots indicate that the data employed for the
simulation was one hour previous to this from the last seven days. The upper part shows a zoom of
the simulation day.

3. Results

The following days were selected for validating the new algorithm: 18 September 2014;
and 10 January, 14 August and 21 August, 2015. The selected days represented different weather
conditions with high solar irradiance variability. The root-mean-square error (RMSE) (Equation (4)),
mean absolute error (MAE) (Equation (5)), and the coefficient of determination (R2) (Equation (6))
were used to evaluate the performance of the new model for these four days. In addition, 17 July 2015
was selected to simulate 13 h from 05:01 to 18:00. Definitions are expressed as follows:

RMSE =

√
∑N

i=1
‖yi − xi‖

N
, (4)

MAE =
∑N

i=1|yi − xi|
N

, (5)

R2 = ∑N
i=1(yi − y)(xi − x)/[(∑N

i=1(yi − y)2)(∑N
i=1(xi − x)2)]

1/2
, (6)

where yi is the forecast value, xi is the measured value, and N is the number of samples. Additionally,
x = ∑N

i=1 xi and y = ∑N
i=1 yi. Finally, to validate our model, i.e., for knowing how many simulations

we had to carry out for the validation of the new model, statistical sampling (Equation (7)) was utilized,
and the results are presented as a boxplot. The definition of the statistical sampling is expressed
as follows:

x =
(

Z2Npq
)

/
(

e2(N − 1)Z2 pq
)

, (7)

where N is the total of the set, p = 0.95, q = 0.05, and Z = 1.96 (this value corresponds to the confidence
level of 95%).
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3.1. Analysis of One-Hour-Ahead Results

Figure 4 shows the forecasts of one-hour-ahead simulation for four days using the new algorithm
and the persistence model. These values were compared with the measured data. The results show that
the forecast values of the ANN model closely matched the measured values, and both the RMSE and
the MAE were smaller in the new ANN model than in the persistence model for the entire simulated
hour (see Tables 3 and 4).
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Figure 4. Comparison of new ANN model and persistence model for one-hour-ahead simulation.
The vertical black lines in the graphs represent the border of minutes of future information from the
last taken picture. (a) shows a good prediction of the total amount of energy with R2 = 0.92. (b) shows
a good prediction especially for the first minutes of simulation. (c) shows a good prediction for the first
32 min of simulation. (d) shows a very important deviation with respect to the measured data; R2 = 38.
However, irradiance values of under 80 W/m2 are of minor importance for the overall energy forecast.

The new algorithm was able to produce forecasts of higher quality compared to the reference
persistence model, even when it stopped receiving information from the last picture. The last pictures
were taken at 14:00 on 18 September 2014, at 12:00 on 14 August 2015, at 16:00 on 21 August 2015
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and at 10:00 on 10 January 2015 and provided the algorithm with 11, 22, 32, and 10 min of future
information, respectively. The most important improvement was the decrease in RMSE and MAE of
the total energy received at the surface over one hour. Figure 4d shows a particular simulation case
where the measured irradiance was very low—between 4 W/m2 and 32 W/m2. Under low irradiance
conditions, the network did not predict adequately when it stopped receiving information from the
last taken picture; see Table 3. The measured irradiation value at IMuK on 10 January, 2015 was
15 Wh/m2 between 10:01 and 11:00. Our model simulated a total of 24 Wh/m2, i.e., a difference of
9 Wh/m2 (54%). In comparison, the persistence model predicted a total of 27 Wh/m2, a difference
of 12 Wh/m2, which corresponds to 76%. The new model does not significantly outperform the
persistence model. For very small irradiance levels, the ANN does not have the same effectiveness as
for high irradiance levels. However, forecasts with very low irradiance levels were of minor relevance
for solar energy forecasts. On September 18, 2014, from 16:01 to 17:00, the irradiation measured at IMuK
was 414.8 Wh/m2 and the new model simulated 412.3 Wh/m2, which corresponds to a difference of
2.5 Wh/m2 (0.06%). The persistence model predicted 408.3 Wh/m2 with a difference of 6.5 Wh/m2,
corresponding to 1.6% (Tables 3 and 4).

Table 3. Comparison of the statistical indicators of the new ANN forecast model against the persistence
forecast model on four different days. The table compares the information until the last picture with
the information after the last picture.

Simulation Day Models
to Compare With Information from the Last Picture When the Last Picture Does Not Provide

Information Anymore

Day Model Minutes RMSE
(Wh/m2) R2 MAE

(Wh/m2) Minutes RMSE
(Wh/m2) R2 MAE

(Wh/m2)

18 Sepetember 2014 ANN 11 7 0.92 5 49 77 0.52 61
Persist 14 0.85 12 69 0.38 98

14 August 2015 ANN 22 12 0.99 8 38 111 0.77 90
Persist 111 0.77 74 149 0.13 116

21 August 2015 ANN 32 21 0.92 10 28 49 0.55 39
Persist 51 0.58 29 72 0.17 65

10 Jane 2015
ANN 10 4 0.78 3 50 20 0.42 16

Persist 7 0.71 6 14 0.64 13

Table 4. Summary of the statistical indicators of the new ANN forecast model for four different days.

Day Hour Total Measured
Energy (Wh/m2)

Total Simulated
Energy (Wh/m2)

Difference
(Wh/m2)

RMSE
(Wh/m2) R2 MAE

(Wh/m2)

18 September 2014 14:01–15:00 414.8 412.3 2.5 69 0.61 50
14 August 2015 12:01–13:00 510 521 11 91 0.79 62
21 August 2015 16:01–17:00 197 203 6 37 0.84 24
10 January 2015 10:01–11:00 15 24 9 19 0.38 14

3.2. Analysis of the Daily Integrated Irradiation

The hourly average of the simulation for one day on 17 July 2015 from 05:01 to 18:00 is shown in
Figure 5. When making a prediction for an entire day, it was necessary to take a picture every 60 min.
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measured one-minute values.

In Figure 5 we see that the persistence model, as a linear statistical model, cannot describe the
performance for days with broken clouds as accurately as the new ANN model can. Table 5 compares
the statistical indicators of the global irradiance for the one-hour prediction on 17 July 2015 from
05:01 to 18:00 using the new ANN model and the persistence model.

Table 5. Comparison of the statistical indicators of the ANN forecast model against the persistence
forecast model on 17 July 2015 at 05:01 to 18:00.

Model RMSE (Wh/m2) R2 MAE (Wh/m2)

ANN 65 0.98 30
Persistence 91 0.91 63

3.3. Analysis of the Statistical Sampling

Figure 6 shows the distribution of the relative deviations as boxplots. The results of Figure 6a
suggest that the new model shows a symmetrical approach for 50% of the sample rate for the first
several simulation minutes. Nevertheless, Figure 6b shows an asymmetrical distribution of outliers
and a decreasing number of outliers for higher sample sizes, leading to higher uncertainties in the
simulation of the data. As expected, the uncertainty of the new model decreased as soon as more
simulation data were introduced and remained constant with the increase of sample sizes. It is worth
noting that in the persistence model, the uncertainty increased as soon as more simulation data
were introduced.
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Figure 6. The relative deviation boxplot of the simulation derived for different time horizons.
The symmetry in 50% of the data decreases as soon as the program receives information from the
last picture and increases when the program does not receive information from the last picture.
(a) corresponds to the new ANN. Here, there are narrower interquartile ranges for higher sample sizes,
but the numbers of outliers (+) are lower than in (b). (b) corresponds to the persistence model. Of the
data, 50% is not exactly located in the middle, and the 25% and 75% levels of the data deviation are
higher than in (a).

In order to estimate how many simulations were needed to carry out the validation of our model,
statistical sampling was performed. Over 6 months of validation periods and assuming that we could
simulate an average of 8 h every day, we got 1440 valid cases. In these 6 months, 80 cases were not
considered because the irradiance level was under 100 W/m2. Hence, our final valid cases numbered
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1360 and, to validate our algorithm, we applied statistical sampling. Thus, taking into consideration
a confidence level of 95% with a margin of error of 6%, our simulated cases numbered 288 (i.e., 288 h).
Therefore, each interval time corresponded to one hour of simulation, and from these 288 cases, 96 cases
corresponded to cloudless hours, 96 cases to overcast hours, and 96 cases to broken cloud hours. For the
new method, if on the horizon the presence of clouds is zero, it is very likely that in the next few
minutes, near the sun, there will be no cloud, as well. Thus, for clear sky days, the deviations varied 8%
compared to the measurement values. Overcast days and days with broken clouds represented a very
important challenge for the neural network. The deviations varied approximately 24% according to
the type of clouds and the amount of clouds on the horizon compared to the measurement values.
In addition, on days with broken clouds, the deviations varied 32% according to the percentage of
clouds and blue sky between the horizon and the center of the sun compared to the measurement
values. Applying the new ANN model to the 288 cases, our model achieved an average 22% deviation
compared to the measurement values for all sky conditions. In contrast, the persistence model shows
a 52% deviation for the three cases.

4. Conclusions

A new method developed to forecast solar irradiance one hour ahead has been presented. This new
model combines the advantages of using all-sky images and an LM-ANN. The GHI predicted by
the proposed methodology improves the forecast for the total amount of energy one hour ahead by
reducing both the RMSE and MAE of the simulation by approximately 40% when compared to the
persistence model. Furthermore, we showed here that the new model is capable of reproducing the
nonlinear nature of the solar irradiance more reliably than statistical linear models.

According to the simulation results, for the first minutes of simulation, the new algorithm
outperforms the persistence model. For irradiation levels under 80–100 W/m2, the new algorithm
does not accurately predict one hour ahead. However, such low irradiances are usually not relevant for
the production of solar energy. Nevertheless, for higher irradiance the new algorithm can predict one
hour ahead under diverse weather conditions with an average deviation of 22% within the next hour.

The model presented here has only been tested at IMuK. The neural network may be trained with
datasets from other places. To achieve this, only the pictures of the desired place with the respective
pyranometer measurements are sufficient. This work could be especially relevant for implementing
strategies in decisions for the balance of supply and demand of electricity. Additionally, this study will
be of interest for energy markets concerned with mitigating utility cost by acquiring more accurate
weather predictions. It may also be important for the estimation of power output and to avoid damage
to the electrical grid.
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Abstract: A novel high-resolution method for forecasting cloud motion from all-sky images using
deep learning is presented. A convolutional neural network (CNN) was created and trained with
more than two years of all-sky images, recorded by a hemispheric sky imager (HSI) at the Institute of
Meteorology and Climatology (IMUK) of the Leibniz Universität Hannover, Hannover, Germany.
Using the haze indexpostprocessing algorithm, cloud characteristics were found, and the deformation
vector of each cloud was performed and used as ground truth. The CNN training process was built to
predict cloud motion up to 10 min ahead, in a sequence of HSI images, tracking clouds frame by frame.
The first two simulated minutes show a strong similarity between simulated and measured cloud
motion, which allows photovoltaic (PV) companies to make accurate horizon time predictions and
better marketing decisions for primary and secondary control reserves. This cloud motion algorithm
principally targets global irradiance predictions as an application for electrical engineering and in PV
output predictions. Comparisons between the results of the predicted region of interest of a cloud
by the proposed method and real cloud position show a mean Sørensen–Dice similarity coefficient
(SD) of 94 ± 2.6% (mean ± standard deviation) for the first minute, outperforming the persistence
model (89 ± 3.8%). As the forecast time window increased the index decreased to 44.4 ± 12.3% for
the CNN and 37.8 ± 16.4% for the persistence model for 10 min ahead forecast. In addition, up to
10 min global horizontal irradiance was also derived using a feed-forward artificial neural network
technique for each CNN forecasted image. Therefore, the new algorithm presented here increases the
SD approximately 15% compared to the reference persistence model.

Keywords: all-sky image; cloud motion prediction; convolutional neural network

1. Introduction

Short-time cloud motion prediction has a huge impact on the future behavior of the
power generation output of solar photovoltaic (PV) power plants [1]. Clouds are a major
modulator of the global horizontal irradiance (GHI) and a source of severe fluctuation when,
for example, passing in front of the sun. Clouds can even increase the solar radiation at the
surface by reflection and/or forward scattering [2–4]. To compensate for these ramp events,
very short-term forecasting/forecasts can help power plant operators to accurately manage
PV power plants. The analyses of clouds play an important role in both scientific and
business enterprises, where these severe fluctuations in the energy output are incompatible
with the established safety standards for the electricity distribution systems [5].

In this context, the introduction of hemispheric sky imager (HSI) systems as efficient
ground surface equipment for cloud data assessment have already been proven by various
authors [6]. However, even with good high-resolution cloud detections, cloud movement
forecast is still a topic of research due to its high degree of complexity [7–9]. Figure 1 shows
how quickly cloud changes can occur within three minutes.
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Figure 1. From (a–c); hemispheric sky imager (HSI) images showing examples of cloud shape changes within a 3-min
interval. The gray area corresponds to sky pixels and white area corresponds to clouds. All cloud identification was derived
from the original HSI pictures.

Looking at cloud detection methods, we can mention threshold-based algorithm [10]
and machine learning methods [11–15]. Threshold-based algorithms normally use a
red/blue ratio of the three RGB (red, blue, and green) channels from the image pixels
for cloud classification [16–19]. Cloud pixels are identified as high R and B values, while
sky pixels have low R and high B values. However, this method has some weaknesses,
primarily distinguishing or detecting clouds near the horizon and close to the sun [20]. In
addition, different pattern recognition algorithms have been developed. Ren and Malek [21]
proposed a cloud segmentation algorithm utilizing superpixel. This algorithm divides the
image into blocks (or clusters) and the division is based mainly in the continuity of cloud
contours, the texture and brightness of each pixel. A hybrid framework has been proposed
to forecast hourly global solar radiation [22]. This approach includes two different methods:
support vector machine and machine learning techniques. The results showed that it is
possible to predict next-day hourly values of solar radiation by reducing the root mean
absolute error (rMAE) by 15.2% compared to the reference persistence model.

Machine learning methods have been used successfully for cloud detection [23] and
cloud coverage estimations [24]. Crisosto [25] developed a method using HSI images
to predict cloud concentrations one minute in advance using artificial neural networks
(ANNs). The results showed a 30% reduction of errors when compared to the persistence
model under diverse cloud conditions. In addition, a similar method has been used as
an important step for predicting GHI one hour in advance with one-minute intervals [26].
Other advanced and sophisticated techniques, like convolutional neural networks (CNNs),
have been developed and applied in recent years to forecast solar irradiance [27] by offering
significant advantages for large image datasets [28], evaluating the non-linearity and other
more complex relationships [29].

The main objective of this work is to propose a preliminary pre-processing method
required to target solar irradiance predictions that allows companies to make more accurate
horizon time predictions. The CNN algorithm can be important for very short-term
GHI forecasts, and subsequently better marketing decisions for primary and secondary
control reserve (cloud position and the GHI up to 5 min in advance). In this paper,
deformation cloud vectors 10 min ahead were determined under different cloud and all-
weather conditions. We applied an ANN technique to estimate the respective GHI of the
forecasted cloud clusters, for methodology validation. Section 2 briefly describes the data
acquisition methods. The methodologies of this study are described in Section 3. The
results are given in Section 4. The conclusions and future work are discussed in Section 5.
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2. Data

The HSI equipment used was a digital compact charge-coupled device camera and a
fish-eye objective with a field of view of 183◦ inside a weatherproof box, which provided
hemispherical images of the entire sky [30]. Exposure time was 1000/s, and there was an
acquisition time of 1 min between each image. In total, 150,000 pictures were produced
between 2014 and 2016. From these 150,000 manually segmented images, 5000 were
selected for testing (i.e., these pictures were independent of the training data). The system
is installed on the roof of the Institute of Meteorology and Climatology (IMUK) of the
Leibniz University Hannover in Germany (52.4◦ N, 9.7◦ E). Completely overcast images
were not used in this analysis, since GHI values under 100 W/m2 are usually not relevant
for the production of solar energy and we were more interested in larger GHI ramp effects.
In addition, the GHI data was obtained using a CMP11 pyranometer (Kipp & Zonen,
Delft, The Netherlands) [31].

3. Methodology
3.1. Cloud Identification

The method used to identify and separate clouds and sky pixels is an improved sky
index image-processing algorithm [32]. The haze index consists of identifying cloud pixels
combining the red, blue, and green channels, as detailed by Schrempf [33], and serves as
an improvement for hazed areas. Every pixel is then classified as cloudy or clear sky based
on a threshold (see Figure 3). Equation (1) presents the haze index, which is applied only
to hazed areas, based on thresholds of the sky index.

Haze Index =
countred+countblue

2 − countgreen
countred+countblue

2 + countgreen
(1)

3.2. Semantic Segmentation (Acquiring Labelled Data)

Deep learning and specifically CNNs have drastically improved the way in which
intelligent algorithms learn. With convolutional layers, pooling layers, and fully connected
layers, CNNs allow computational models to represent data with multiple levels of abstrac-
tion [34]. With the automatic cloud–sky separation derived by the haze index algorithm,
the automatic cloud segmentation is realized. Therefore, cloud clusters are labelled as
ground truth for the automatic segmentation, and thus, for further cloud motion forecasts.
Sky clusters were not taken into consideration. Figure 2 shows the process of acquiring the
ground truth for the input parameters of the CNN. The first column shows the original
image. The results of the haze index algorithm can be seen in the second column. The
third column shows the two classes: cloud clusters in white and sky clusters in gray. We
can see how the CNN learns to recognize different regions of interest (ROIs) for further
simulations. The training process consists of learning how clouds can change frame by
frame consecutively.
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3.3. CNN Development and Training

Once the ROIs were identified by the haze index, they were used as ground truth
parameters for training the CNN. The input parameters were the original HIS images and
their corresponding cloud clusters (see Figure 2). The network accepts one HIS image (.jpg)
and one cloud cluster image (.jpg) and learns exactly, frame by frame, where the clouds are.

The input layers were resized to 256 × 256, max pooling of 2 × 2 resulting in an
output layer of 256 × 256. In the training phase, a pre-trained CNN for classification and
detection (VGG-16) [34] was selected and extended to automatically learn the ROI changes
in whole pictures frame by frame. The training process finished when the network learned
as accurately as possible the ROI changes in that time. The binary cross entropy function
was minimized during the training process, and the activation layers were very simple
rectified linear units, or ReLUs, defined as ReLU(z) = max(0, z) or variants of this function
proposed by He et al. [35]. Adaptative moment estimation (Adam) [36] was chosen as a
stochastic optimization method and the batch size was 16. We trained the model using
100 epochs.

Once the trained network was ready (the network learned the cloud movements frame
by frame in more than 145,000 images), the simulation phase began. The program first
identified the location of the current ROI at t, and after saving this information, went back
5 min (t− 5∆t). Then the program went forward, frame by frame, to forecast the new ROI
at t + ∆t by applying probabilistic accuracies learned in the training phase. In other words,
the trained network delivers frame by frame the best matching cloud location, and the
output is the new (estimated) ROI (cloud location) for the next minute. Furthermore, the
ROI estimated for t + ∆t will be the base ROI for t + 2∆t, and so on.

3.4. An Artificial Neural Network Used for Validating Our Model

To validate the results of our algorithm, we applied an extra artificial neural network
(ANN), as explained by Crisosto et al. [26]. This ANN only needs an HSI image to predict
GHI one hour ahead in one-minute resolution. This input image is the output of our CNN
method. Therefore, the new predicted ROIs of our algorithm were fed into the ANN as
input parameters to derive their correspondent GHI values 10 min ahead.

3.5. Statistical Metrics

The Sørensen–Dice (SD) similarity coefficient [37] and overlap (VO) [38] were used for
the method evaluation. SD is defined as the division between twice the number of elements
common to both sets and the sum of the number of elements in each set (Equation (2)). VO
is defined as a quotient of the intersection of both X and Y segmentations (Equation (3))

SD(X, Y) =
2|X ∩Y|
|X| + |Y| (2)
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VO(X, Y) =
|X ∩Y|
|X ∪Y| (3)

where |X| and |Y| is the cardinality of two sets. The mathematical definition of the
root mean square error (RMSE) and the coefficient of determination (R2) are expressed
as follows:

RMSE =

√
1
N

n

∑
i=1

(yi − xi)2 (4)

R2 =
(
∑N

i=1(yi − y)(xi − x)
)
/
[(

∑N
i=1(yi − y)2

)(
∑N

i=1(xi − x)2
)] 1/2

(5)

where yi is the forecast value, xi is the measured value, and N is the total number of
samples. Additionally, x = ∑N

i=1 xi and y = ∑N
i=1 yi.

The new algorithm was compared with the scaled persistence model [39] defined as
the ROI configuration vector (ROI_CV) where the next minute would be identical to the
current minute (ROI_CVt+1 = ROI_CVt). This model is the reference model for short-term
solar forecasting [40]. For the irradiance evaluation, only the movement of the sun was
taken into consideration.

4. Results

For a better visual representation of the results, the following example cases were
selected to show the effectiveness and efficiency of the algorithm: 15 April 2014 at 15:54,
11 July 2014 at 13:09, and 1 June 2014 at 17:42. After that, 5000 cloud images with different
cloud positions were simulated and the results are presented.

4.1. Analysis of the Example Cases

Figure 3 shows the one-minute ahead simulation for the three days, including the
observed (target) ROI to be simulated (column 1), the simulated ROI by our model (column
2), and the simulated ROI using the persistence model (column 3). In all cases, we can
see that our CNN model performs better than the persistence for the first minute. The
SD values were 92.4 ± 2.9% (mean ± standard deviation), 92.7 ± 2.6%, and 88 ± 3.4%,
respective to each case, while the SD for the persistence was 85.8 ± 4.9%, 85.8 ± 5.6%, and
84 ± 7.1%, respectively.

The statistical comparison with forecasts up to 10 min ahead can be seen in Table 1.
As expected, the performance of the algorithm decreases substantially as the simulated
time progresses. In addition, our model outperforms the persistence model for the full
10-min period. For larger timescale forecasts (for example, 5 and 10 min), these results
were already expected; however, for very short forecasts (for example, 1 and 2 min), our
CNN shows improvements in forecasting cloud movement.

4.2. Analysis of the Simulation for All Simulated Datasets

Table 2 presents the statistical indicators of the cloud ROI changes in the 5000 tested
images. Tables 1 and 2 show the quality of the results decreasing in forecasts for longer
time scales, with SD values up to 44.4± 12.3% and VO of 37.7± 15.3% obtained for 10-min
ahead forecasts.

4.3. Application of the Presented CNN Algorithm

To validate our algorithm, we applied an ANN as described in Section 3.4. For each
predicted image from our CNN, the GHI value was predicted at the same time. Figure 4
shows a comparison between the target images and simulated images one-minute ahead
generated as output by the CNN and their correspondent measured and simulated GHI.

Figure 5 shows the results for two examples of 10-min ahead simulations utilizing
our method as an irradiance simulations tool. Table 3 shows a comparison between
100 observed images with their corresponding simulated values. Figure 6 shows the
distribution of the relative deviations as a boxplot for different time horizons.
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Table 1. Statistical indicators of the artificial neural network (ANN) model for four different time periods: the mean
Sørensen–Dice similarity (SD) coefficient and the overlap (VO) for for 1-, 2-, 5-, and 10-min forecasts. CNN: convolutional
neural network.

Day Model Statistical Parameters

SD (%) VO(%)

1-min 2-min 5-min 10-min 1-min 2-min 5-min 10-min

24 March 2014 at 09:48 CNN
Persistence

93
89

83
79

71
68

51
49

91
86

80
79

69
60

47
42

1 June 2014 at 17:37 CNN
Persistence

92
88

82
78

69
64

57
52

90
84

81
75

62
57

49
43

24 May 2014 at 14:02 CNN
Persistence

94
87

87
82

73
62

62
48

92
87

84
79

69
59

51
48

9 May 2015 at 15:26 CNN
Persistence

87
83

79
71

62
58

51
49

85
80

78
70

57
55

46
40
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Table 2. Comparison between the statistical indicators of the proposed CNN model and the per-
sistence model: the mean Sørensen–Dice similarity coefficient (SD) and overlap (VO) of the 5000
simulated cases for 1-, 2-, 5-, and 10-min forecasts.

Model Mean Statistical Parameters

SD (%) VO (%)

1-min 2-min 5-min 10-
min 1-min 2-min 5-min 10-min

CNN 94 83 60 49 92 80 58 43
Persistence 89 78 55 44 86 69 45 37
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Figure 6. The mean relative deviation boxplot of all 782 simulation cases derived for different time
horizons. The symmetry in 50% of the data decreases as soon as the program advances in time. Here,
there are narrower interquartile ranges for higher sample sizes; symmetry in 50% of the data decreases
as soon as the program receives more information, but the numbers of outliers (+) are lower.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, a novel method to forecast cloud motion up to 10 min ahead was
presented. A convolutional neural network (CNN) was trained using hemispherical
sky images as inputs, and a statistical approach for forecasting future cloud motion
was performed.

According to the simulation results, the method presented here is capable of predicting
cloud changes for the first minute with very high confidence using CNN, with a coefficient
of determination (R2) of 0.97 and a Sørensen–Dice similarity coefficient (SD) of 94 ± 2.6%.
For the same simulated datasets, the persistence model reached an R2 of 0.92 and a SD
of 89 ± 3.8%. The method was also tested for different forecast time scales, however,
unsatisfactory results (an R2 of 0.40 and a SD of 49 ± 11.8%) were obtained for 10-min
simulations by our model, although they were better than the results of the persistence
model. In addition, the global horizontal irradiance (GHI) output results predicted by
the CNN showed a forecast accuracy for the decreased amount of energy one-minute
ahead, achieving a RMSE of 32 (W/m2) and a R2 of 0.81. The persistence model achieved a
RMSE of 45 (W/m2) and a R2 of 0.76. However, for the GHI prediction for the next 10-min
ahead, the RMSE was 148 (W/m2) and the R2 was 0.42 for our model and the RMSE was
187 (W/m2) and the R2 was 0.39 for the persistence model.

The research presented here can be used as a first step for PV companies to understand
cloud movement and to implement an end-to-end forecasting system (as a pipeline) within
a fully automated server with the goal of forecasting global horizontal irradiance minutes
ahead. This fully automated pipeline implementation will help to allow PV companies to
make accurate horizon time predictions and better marketing decisions for primary and
secondary control reserves (i.e., up to 5 min in advance).

Future research is needed to better understand cloud movement through wind speed
and wind direction, and also to understand how to improve forecast results for periods
longer than 1 min or when the sky is totally covered. Different methodologies and maybe
different analyses of data should be considered.

Despite the good results, the existence of other models offers new ways to process big
data. For example, long short-term memory networks (LSTMs) appear to be an alternative.
Since the architecture of these networks is more complex, LSTMs are suitable for processing
long data sequences while avoiding vanishing or exploding gradients, currently problems
that CNNs still have. As an outlook for further projects, the utilization of LSTM and hybrid
models should be taken into consideration.
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5 Conclusions

5.1 Summary of the results

The main goal of the present thesis was the prediction of the solar irradiance one-hour ahead
under diverse weather conditions. To realize this goal, an autoregressive neural network with
backpropagation (Ar-BP), a feed-forward neural network with Levenberg-Marquardt Backprop-
agation (LM-BP) and a convolutional neural network (CNN) were implemented. The pictures
were recorded by a hemispheric sky imager (HSI) at the Institute of Meteorology and Clima-
tology (IMuK) of the Leibniz University Hannover, Hannover, Germany.

The results of the Ar-BP neural network show that the model makes a significant progress
to predict cloud concentration five minutes in advance using a machine learning method, out-
performing the persistence solar model by approximately 30%. In order to support accurate
solar irradiance forecasts and the horizon time prediction of this algorithm, the proposed cloud
concentration forecast method can be used as a tool for solar energy forecasts and could play
an important role in German markets and within the European Union as well. Furthermore,
the Ar-BP was extended to a new solar irradiance prediction method developed to forecast
one hour ahead. The GHI predicted by the proposed methodology improves the forecast for
the total amount of energy one hour ahead by reducing both the RMSE and MAE of the
simulation by approximately 40% when compared to the persistence solar model. Furthermore,
the results have shown that the new model is capable of reproducing the nonlinear nature of
the solar irradiance more reliably than statistical linear models. It is also worth mentioning
that for irradiation levels under 80− 100W/m2, the new algorithm does not accurately predict
one hour ahead. However, such low irradiances are usually not relevant for the production of
solar energy. Nevertheless, for higher irradiance the new algorithm can predict one hour ahead
under diverse weather conditions with an average deviation of 22% within the next hour.

As stated by Yang [66], the forecast methods presented in this work match the relationship
accuracy of solar forecasts, which varies across locations and time periods. Thus, the both
RMSE and MAE were chosen for the forecast as meteorological metrics. In addition, Yang
defined “climatology” and “persistence” as two commonly used and benchmarks models differing
only in the forecast goal. Therefore, as established by Yang and for determining the “skill”
factor, the proposed work considered the persistence solar method as benchmark model to be
compared with the created ANN model.
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5.2. Limitations

Furthermore, according to the simulation results of the CNN, it was possible to predicting
cloud changes for the first minute with very high confidence with a coefficient of determination
(R2) of 0.97 and a Sørensen-Dice similarity coefficient (SCD) of 94 ± 2.6%. For the same
simulated datasets, the persistence solar model reached an R2 of 0.92 and a SCD of 89±3.8%.
The method proposed here was also tested for different forecast time scales, however, unsatis-
factory results ( R2 of 0.40 and a SCD of 49±11.8%) were obtained for 10-min simulations. In
addition, the developed CNN was also utilized as a validation method for the outputs results
of the GHI prediction algorithm. Thus, the CNN showed a forecast accuracy for the decreased
amount of energy one-minute ahead, achieving a mean RMSE of 32(W/m2) and a R2 of 0.81.
The persistence solar model achieved a mean RMSE of 45(W/m2) and a R2 of 0.76. However,
for the GHI prediction for the next 10-min ahead, the mean RMSE was 148(W/m2) and
the R2 was 0.42 for our model and the RMSE was 187(W/m2) and the R2 was 0.39 for the
persistence solar model.

In conclusion, the research presented here could be used as a first step for PV companies to
understand cloud movement, to predict GHI and to implement an end-to-end solar forecast-
ing system (as a pipeline) within a fully automated server with the goal of forecasting GHI
minutes ahead. This fully automated pipeline implementation would help to allow PV compa-
nies to make accurate horizon time predictions and better marketing decisions for primary and
secondary control reserves.

5.2 Limitations

Despite to the good results, the model presented here has only been tested for the location at
Herrenhausen, Hannover, Germany in the period from 2012 until 2016. The neural network
may be trained with datasets from other places. To achieve this, only the pictures of the
desired place with the respective pyranometer measurements are sufficient. The existence of
other models offers new ways to process big data, as well. For example, long short-term memory
networks (LSTMs) appear to be an alternative. Since the architecture of these networks is more
complex, LSTMs are suitable for processing long data sequences while avoiding vanishing or
exploding gradients, currently problems that CNNs still have.
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6 Outlook

In the future, in order to further improve the performance of the novel model presented here
some topics need to be addressed.

• The model has only been tested at IMuK. The neural network could be trained with
datasets from other locations. To achieve this, only the pictures of the desired place with
the respective pyranometer measurements are sufficient.

• To make the ANN “more intelligent”. The ANN proposed in this thesis has training data
from 2012 to 2016. Extra data from both the all-sky images and the pyranometer from
the same location will be necessary for a new training datasets, and thus, to increase the
network's process of recognition of new patterns.

• Electricity grid. This work could be especially relevant for implementing strategies in
decisions for the balance of supply and demand of electricity. An array of all-sky camera
devices would help to extend the temporal and spatial information of the sky for better
predictions and also better estimations of power output by avoiding variation in the
electrical grid.

• Improvement of simulated cloud images. The improvement of the algorithm to predict
cloud images could be upgraded by adding new photos for the training of the neural
network. This algorithm can be important for solar energy supplier companies to get a
better prediction of cloud images not just a minute but rather a few minutes ahead. In
addition, this algorithm should also be tested with all-sky images from other places.

Besides these proposed improvements, the new ANN model may serve as a basis for further
projects at IMuK. In addition, a several tests should be planned in Hannover, Germany and
other places.

Thus, the proposed thesis shows that it is already possible to carry out simulations with the
new GHI prediction method with acceptable deviations overcoming existing linear models.
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